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tage Amplifiers sec. 3.5 Cascode Stage 88

 
Figure 3.49

The output impedanceis simply equalto

Rout = {L1 + (gm + 8mbrolRp + ro}llRo. (3.116)

(3.114) 3.5 Cascode Stage
As mentioned in Example 3.10 the input signal of a common-gate stage may bea current.
Wealso knowthata transistor in a common-source arrangement converts a voltage signal to
a current signal. The cascadeof a CS stage and a CGstageis called a “cascode”! topology,
providing many useful properties. Fig. 3.50 shows the basic configuration: M; generates
a small-signal drain current proportional to V;, and M2 simply routes the current to Rp.

t re-

 
Figure 3.50 Cascodestage.a

 
rent rather than a Wecall M, the input device and M2 the cascode device. Notethat in this example, M, and
put impedance of Mpcarry equal currents. As we describe the attributes of the circuit in this section, many

advantages of the cascode topology over a simple common-source stage becomeevident.
First, let us study the bias conditions of the cascode. For M, to operate in saturation,

4) to write Vy > Vin — Vrii- If M; and M;areboth in saturation, then Vy is determined primarily by

(3.115) The term cascode is believed to be the acronym for“cascaded triodes,” possibly invented in vacuum tube
days.
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Chap. 3 Single-Stage Amplifiers

Vp: Vx = Vp — Vosp. Thus, Vp — Ves2 = Vin — Vrand hence V, > Vin + Vas2 — Vrii
(Fig. 3.51). For Mz to be saturated, Vous = Vp —Vrxo, that is, Vou = Vin — Vera+ Ves2 —

Figure 3.51 Allowable voltages in
cascodestage.

Vra2 if Vp is chosen to place M, at the edge of saturation. Consequently, the minimum
output level for which both transistors operate in saturation is equalto the overdrive voltage
of M, plus that of M2. In other words, addition of Mz to the circuit reduces the output
voltage swing by atleast the overdrive voltage of M2. Wealso say M>is “stacked” on top
of M, .

We now analyze the large-signal behavior of the cascodestage shown in Fig. 3.50 as
V;, goes from zero to Vpp. For Vi, = Vroy, M, and M, are off, Vou = Von, and
Vy & V, — Vru (Gif subthreshold conduction is neglected) (Fig. 3.52). As Vj, exceeds
Vr, M, begins to draw current, and V,,, drops. Since I> increases, Vgs2 must increase

Vent Figure 3.52 Input-output characteris-
tic of a cascodestage.

as well, causing Vy to fall. As V;,, assumes sufficiently large values, two effects occur: (1)
Vx drops below Vi, by Vri1, forcing M, into the triode region; (2) Vou, drops below V;,
by Vryo, driving M2 into the triode region. Depending on the device dimensions and the
values of Rp andV;, one effect may occur before the other. For example, if V, is relatively
low, M, mayenterthe triode regionfirst. Note that if Mz goes into deep triode region, Vx
and V,,; become nearly equal.

Let us now consider the small-signal characteristics of a cascode stage, assuming both
transistors operate in saturation. If 4 = 0, the voltage gain is equal to that of a common-
source stage because the drain current producedby the input device must flow through the
cascodedevice. Illustrated in the equivalentcircuit of Fig. 3.53, this result is independent
of the transconductance and body effect of M2.
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Cascode Stage 85

 
Figure 3.53 Small-signal equivalent circuit of cascode
stage.

Example 3.14
 

Calculate the voltage gain of the circuit shown in Fig. 3.54 if A = 0.

Vop

Ap

Vout

Vb oe Ms

R
Vin o—] M 1 P

= Figure 3.54

Solution

The small-signal drain current of Mj, gm1 Vin, is divided between Rp and the impedanceseen looking
into the source of M2, 1/(@m2 + 8mb2)- Thus, the current flowing through Mp is

(2ni2 + 8mb2) Rp
eeSee (3.117)

I + (2m2+ 8mo2)Rp
Ip2 = &mi Vin

The voltage gain is therefore given by

_ Bm (82 + 8mb2)Re Rp (3.118)
1 + (8m2 + 8mb2) RP

Ay =

ae

Animportantproperty of the cascodestructureis its high output impedance. As illustrated
in Fig. 3.55, for calculation of Royr, the circuit can be viewed as a common-source stage
with a degeneration resistor equal to ro,. Thus, from (3.60),

Rout = (1 + (gm2 + &mb2)ro2lro1 + roe. (3.119)
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